PLANNING COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, 8TH OCTOBER 2019, 6.30 PM
COUNCIL CHAMBER, TOWN HALL, CHORLEY
I am now able to enclose, for consideration at the above meeting of the Planning Committee, the
following reports that were unavailable when the agenda was published.
Agenda No

Item

A

18/00334/FULMAJ - WOODCOCKS OF COPPULL, BRIDGE
FARM, COPPULL, MOOR LANE

B

19/00683/FUL - 31 - 33 CUNLIFFE STREET, CHORLEY

(Pages 7 - 16)

This item has been withdrawn from the agenda.

4

C

19/00767/FUL - LAND ADJACENT TO 1 MELLING CLOSE,
BOLTON ROAD, ADLINGTON

(Pages 17 - 26)

D

19/00659/FUL - THE CHORLEY SUBSCRIPTION BOWLING
GREEN CO, WINDSOR ROAD, CHORLEY, PR7 1LN

(Pages 27 - 32)

E

19/00670/CB3MAJ - WEST WAY PLAYING FIELDS, WEST
WAY, ASTLEY VILLAGE

(Pages 33 - 42)

F

19/00763/CB3MAJ - WEST WAY PLAYING FIELDS, WEST
WAY, ASTLEY VILLAGE

(Pages 43 - 50)

PLANNING APPEALS AND DECISIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN 5
AUGUST 2019 AND 30 SEPTEMBER 2019

(Pages 51 - 54)

Report of the Director of Customer and Digital (enclosed).
GARY HALL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Electronic agendas sent to Members of the Planning Committee

If you need this information in a different format, such as larger print or
translation, please get in touch on 515151 or chorley.gov.uk

Meeting contact Nina Neisser on 01257 515140 or email nina.neisser@chorley.gov.uk
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APPLICATION REPORT – 18/00334/FULMAJ
Validation Date: 14 March 2019
Ward: Coppull
Type of Application: Major Full Planning
Proposal: Change of use of existing buildings to storage use (Use class B8)
Location: Woodcocks Of Coppull Bridge Farm Coppull Moor Lane Coppull Chorley PR7
4LL
Case Officer: Amy Aspinall

Applicant: Ms Shirley Snowden
Agent: Shirley Snowden
Consultation expiry: 20 August 2019
Decision due by: 11 October 2019 (Extension of time agreed)

RECOMMENDATION
1. It is recommended that the application is approved, subject to conditions.
SITE DESCRIPTION
2. The application relates to the site known as Woodcocks of Coppull / Bridge Farm which
is a former dairy farm which also included milk processing. The site is no longer used for
the purposes of agriculture or milk processing, but part of the wider site does operate as
caravan storage.
3. The site is located within the Green Belt, as defined by the Chorley Local Plan Policies
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
4. The application seeks full planning permission for the change of use of existing former
agricultural buildings to storage use (Use class B8).
REPRESENTATIONS
5. 5no. objections; 1no. representation neither supporting or objecting; and no.
representation of support have been received. These are summarised below:
6. Support:
No increase in traffic as previous use has a fleet of trucks as part of the dairy operation
Noise levels would decrease as the farm operated 7 days with noise from the milking
parlour, farm machinery and livestock starting in the early hours of the morning until late
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7. Objections:
Highways
Access to the site is difficult for large vehicles / HGVs cannot turn into Bridge Farm / on
the side of a railway bridge
Traffic will use Wigan Lane and then Jolly Tar Lane resulting in increased traffic on a 7.5
tonne weight restricted road/ HGVs in excess of the weight restriction flaunt the law
Increased traffic / increased HGVs
Question if the Highways department have been to the site
Accidents caused by speeding and increased risk
Damage caused to vehicles and properties due to speeding
Amenity
Blockage of light from HGVs using Jolly Tar Lane
Noise and light pollution
Increased activity on the site
Impact on residents of Coppull Lane, Chapel Lane and Jolly Tar Lane
Other
Change in classification from Green Belt to brownfield opens up possibility for further
industry and housing / set precedent
The proposal is major development not just change of use
The farm is only agricultural, not mixed use
No letters received by residents
CONSULTATIONS
8. Coppull Parish Council: Object to the application. In summary the objection makes
reference to the definitions of ‘agriculture’, ‘industrial process’ and ‘previously developed
land’. The Parish Council consider that the site is agricultural, not mixed use as
purported in the application. They also provide that the conversion of the land to mixed
use that precludes the agricultural use would facilitate future redevelopment of the site
for housing by exploiting the PDL approach in the 1990 Act. The Parish Council
consider that the agricultural designation remains as a use class for the land, there is no
case in law for PDL exemptions to green belt development to apply.
9. CIL Officers: Comment that the proposed development is not CIL liable or chargeable.
10. Environment Agency: Have no objection.
11. Lancashire County Council Highway Services: Have no objection.
12. Regulatory Services - Environmental Health: No objection raised. Condition restricting
hours is suggested.
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Principle of the development
13. The site is located wholly within the Green Belt, as defined by the Chorley Local Plan
Policies Map. A number of objections consider that the site is solely agricultural and not
mixed use, as purported in the application submission. In the absence of any robust
information to demonstrate that the application site is mixed use (i.e. arising from level of
milk processing activities and the importation of milk) the site is considered to be
agricultural for the purposes of this assessment.
14. The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) at paragraph 146 provides
that certain forms of development are not inappropriate in the Green Belt provided they
preserve its openness and do not conflict with the purposes of including land within it.
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This includes (d) the re-use of buildings provided that the buildings are of permanent
and substantial construction.
15. It should be noted that paragraph 146 does not exclude the re-use of agricultural
buildings. The Framework is supportive of the conversion of rural buildings and identifies
this as a way of enabling the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business
in rural area, thereby supporting a prosperous rural economy.
16. The Council’s Rural Development Supplementary Planning Document is also supportive
of the re-use of redundant agricultural buildings for business use.
17. In terms of paragraph 146 of the Framework, the buildings are of permanent and
substantial construction and suitable for re-use for storage purposes. The key tests of
146 in relation to openness and the purposes of the Green Belt are set out below:
Openness
18. The proposed development would utilise existing buildings and access arrangements,
with no additional development proposed. The application seeks to utilise the existing
buildings for storage and does not specify outdoor storage, which would warrant wider
consideration. Accordingly, openness of the Green Belt would be preserved.
Purposes of the Green Belt
19. The Framework at paragraph 134 sets out the five purposes of the Green Belt:
a) to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas.
20. The proposed change of use would not result in the unrestricted sprawl of built-up
areas.
b) to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another.
21. The proposal would not cause neighbouring towns to merge.
c) to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.
22. There would be no encroachment beyond the confines of the existing built form of the
site and would not, therefore, conflict with this purpose.
d) to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns.
23. There would be no conflict with this purpose.
e) to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other
urban land.
24. The proposal would not conflict with this purpose.
25. The proposal is not, therefore, inappropriate development in the Green Belt.
26. Policy EP3 (Development Criteria for Business and Industrial Use) of the Chorley Local
Plan 2012 – 2026 sets out the criteria that proposals for new business, industrial and
storage and distribution uses need to meet in order to be permitted as follows:
a) they are of a scale and character that is commensurate with the size of the
settlement;
27. The site is located within the Green Belt but is situated to the urban edge of the
settlement of Coppull. Under policy 1 of the Central Lancashire Core Strategy Coppull is
identified for some growth and investment to help meet housing and employment needs.
In addition, the Central Lancashire Objectively Assessed Needs Update 2019
demonstrates a further need for B8 land supply.
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b) the site is planned and laid out on a comprehensive basis;
28. The proposed development comprises a change of use of the existing buildings, and not
a redevelopment of the site. The site arrangements would remain as existing and
therefore there is no conflict with criterion (b).
c) the proposal will not prejudice future, or current economic activities within nearby
areas;
29. The proposal would not conflict with this criterion.
d) the proposal will not cause unacceptable harm e.g. noise, smells to surrounding uses;
30. The site previously operated as a dairy farm and milk processing unit and, therefore,
had associated activity in close proximity to residential properties surrounding the site. It
is noted that the agricultural and milk processing operations are no longer being carried
out on the site, although the use could be reinstated without the need for planning
permission. This use was also uncontrolled and unrestricted in planning terms, such as
hours of working and vehicle movements / types of vehicles used. The adjacent land,
which is part of the wider site ownership, is already used for caravan storage and is
unrestricted.
31. The application proposes a storage use (Use Class B8) within the existing buildings, to
store caravans, cars, self-storage items such as moving home items, plant and
machinery. The proposed hours of operation are Monday to Friday 08:00 to 18:00 and
Saturdays 09:00 to 16:00 with no opening / operations on Sundays and bank holidays.
The hours of operation could, therefore, be strictly controlled compared to the lawful use
at this site, which would provide betterment in amenity terms.
32. Given the lawful use of the site which is unrestricted in terms of operational hours and
vehicles movements, it is not considered that the proposed development would
adversely impact on the residential amenity afforded to neighbouring properties, having
particular regard to matters of noise and loss of light from HGV movements.
e) the site has an adequate access that would not create a traffic hazard or have an
undue environmental impact;
33. A number of objections raise concerns in relation to the increased traffic and number of
vehicles, in particular HGVs, that would access the site, including the use of Jolly Tar
Lane. A number of comments also express that large vehicles / HGVs cannot achieve
access to the site via the bridge.
34. It should be noted that whilst the site is not currently in operation, the site has no
controls or restrictions on the number, types or size of vehicles that can access the site,
including no hours of operation restrictions. The proposal is for storage use for a range
of items such as caravans and construction machinery and, therefore, the nature of
vehicles accessing the site may vary, although it might include larger vehicles.
35. Users of the highway are expected to abide by the Highway Code and Traffic Regulation
Orders which are in place. Damage caused to residents’ vehicles by other others of the
highway Is not a material planning consideration in the determination of this planning
application.
36. Lancashire County Council Highway Services have assessed the application and raise
no objection as they are of the opinion that the proposed development would not have a
significant impact on highway safety, capacity or amenity in the immediate vicinity of the
site. In the absence of any objection from LCC Highways, and given the fall-back
position of the site, it is not considered that a reason for refusal on highways grounds
could be sustained.
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f) the proposal will be served by public transport and provide pedestrian and cycle links
to adjacent areas;
37. Coppull is defined as an Urban Local Service Centre which benefits from short
connections with services with nearby towns. The site has access to the Chorley /
Wigan bus service via Preston Road and the Southern Loop cycle route. Both Wigan
and Chorley have train stations and links to wider area.
g) open storage areas should be designed to minimise visual intrusion;
38. No open storage areas are proposed as part of this planning application.
h) adequate screening is provided where necessary to any unsightly feature of the
development and security fencing is located to the internal edge of any perimeter
landscaping;
39. No additional screening, boundary treatments or landscaping is proposed as part of the
application as the existing arrangements would remain.
(i) on the edges of industrial areas, where sites adjoin residential areas or open
countryside, developers will be required to provide substantial peripheral landscaping;
40. The proposal seeks to change the use of existing buildings with no changes to the site
arrangements or hard-standing areas. No peripheral landscaping is proposed as part of
the application, as there is no additional visual impact over and above the existing
situation.
(j) the development makes safe and convenient access provision for people with
disabilities;
41. Levelled access can be achieved within the site, however no additional facilities are
proposed given that the proposal is to re-use existing buildings for storage purposes.
(k) the buildings are designed, laid out and landscaped to maximise the energy
conservation potential of any development, and to minimise the risk of crime;
42. The proposal is to re-use existing buildings and to maintain the existing site
arrangements.
(l) the proposal will not result in surface water, drainage or sewerage related pollution
problems;
43. The proposal would utilise existing drainage arrangements. The Environment Agency
raise no objection to the application.
(m) the proposal incorporates measures which help to prevent crime and promote
community safety.
44. Due to the presence of on-site residential dwellings, there would be an element of
natural surveillance associated with the site, however no additional measures beyond
the gated access are proposed as part of this application.
45. The proposal seeks to utilise existing buildings, as opposed to a new build scheme. The
proposal accords with the relevant criterion of policy EP3 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012
- 2026. The principle of the proposed change of use to storage is acceptable, in
planning policy terms, subject to other considerations as set out in this report.
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Design
46. No alterations are proposed to the existing buildings. The appearance of the site as a
whole would be maintained and there would be no detrimental impacts in respect of
design matters having regard to policy BNE1 (a) of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 - 2026.
Notification
47. It is acknowledged that initial neighbour letters were not received, however further
letters were sent out to neighbours and the application was publicised in the usual
manner.
Precedent
48. If the application is approved and subsequently implemented, the site would no longer
be agricultural and would fall within the definition of previously developed land.
49. It is the application before the Council now which needs to be considered on its own
merits, not any unknown future proposal.
CONCLUSION
50. The proposal falls within the exception of paragraph 146 of the National Planning Policy
Framework. The Framework is clear that significant weight should be placed on the
need to support economic growth and productivity, taking into account both local
business needs and wider opportunities for development. There are no adverse impacts
identified which would outweigh the benefits of the proposal through the re-use of
redundant buildings for employment purposes, in particular Class B8 use.
51. The application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions.
RELEVANT POLICIES: In accordance with s.38 (6) Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act (2004), the application is to be determined in accordance with the
development plan (the Central Lancashire Core Strategy, the Adopted Chorley Local
Plan 2012-2026 and adopted Supplementary Planning Guidance), unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. Consideration of the proposal has had regard to
guidance contained within the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and
the development plan. The specific policies/ guidance considerations are contained
within the body of the report.
Suggested conditions
52. To follow.
RELEVANT HISTORY OF THE SITE
Ref:
81/00396/FUL Decision:
Description: Two storey extension

PERFPP

Decision Date: 20 October 1981

Ref:
82/00167/OUT
Decision: PEROPP
Decision Date: 4 May 1982
Description: Outline application for replacement house
Ref:
82/00345/REM
Decision: PERRES
Description: Replacement farmhouse

Decision Date: 18 March 1983

Ref:
91/01034/FUL
Decision: REFCRC
Description: Siting of five caravans

Decision Date: 20 January 1992

Ref:
92/00008/OUT
Decision: REFOPP
Decision Date: 10 March 1992
Description: Outline application for the erection of 1 detached bungalow
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Ref:
98/00336/AGR
Decision: WDN
Decision Date: 12 June 1998
Description: Application for prior determination in respect of erection of steel frame general
purpose storage building,
Ref:
05/00335/INV
Decision: APPVAL
Decision Date: 27 January 2006
Description: Erection of agricultural building in replace of bull pen,
Ref:
06/00117/FUL
Decision:PRRRTF
Decision Date: 9 March 2006
Description: Retrospective application for the erection of a milking parlour
Ref:
06/00978/FUL
Decision: PERFPP
Decision Date: 17 May 2007
Description: Retrospective application for replacement dairy building.
Ref:
18/00147/CLEUD
Decision: PEREUD
Decision Date: 13 April 2018
Description: Application for a Certificate of Lawfulness for an existing use in respect of the
use of land for storage of caravans
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APPLICATION REPORT – 19/00767/FUL
Validation Date: 13 August 2019
Ward: Adlington And Anderton
Type of Application: Full Planning
Proposal: Erection of 1no. dwelling and access (resubmission of planning application ref:
18/00746/FUL)
Location: Land Adjacent To 1 Melling Close Bolton Road Adlington
Case Officer: Amy Aspinall

Applicant: Mr Sutton, Stewart Milne Homes
Agent: N/A
Consultation expiry: 3 September 2019
Decision due by: 8 October 2019

RECOMMENDATION
1. It is recommended that the application is approved, subject to conditions.
SITE DESCRIPTION
2. The application site is located wholly within the settlement boundary of Adlington in a
predominantly residential area. The site is comprised of a parcel of land between 62A
Bolton Road and 1 Melling Close, and forms part of the wider application site of the
residential development to the rear.
3. Under planning permission 15/00506/REMMAJ (the reserved matters) the site is
identified as a cycle / footpath link to Bolton Road. An amendment to a short section of
the alignment of the cycle /footpath link where it crosses the current application site has
been approved under application 18/00729/MNMA. The current proposal does not affect
the provision of the cycle /footpath link.
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
4. The application seeks full planning permission for the erection of 1no. dwelling and
access. The application is a resubmission of planning application ref: 18/00746/FUL
which was refused by Members at Development Control Committee of 11th December
2018 for the following reason:
5. “The proposed development by reason of its siting and scale would result in a loss of
light and overbearing and oppressive environment for the occupiers of the adjacent
property, 62A Bolton Road, which would be detrimental to the level of residential
amenity they currently enjoy. The proposed development is, therefore, contrary to policy
17 of the Central Lancashire Core Strategy (2012), policy BNE1 of the Chorley Local
Plan (2012-20126)”.
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6. Members will note that the Officer recommendation is one of approval.
REPRESENTATIONS
7. 3no. objections have been received. These are summarised below:
- Site was earmarked for a cycle way / footpath
- Site earmarked for green infrastructure with planting and shrubbery – this would
greatly enhance the street scene of Bolton Road
- Impact on street scene – standalone house between a row of 3 bungalows
- Proximity of driveway to existing side road / impact on sightlines
- Impact on culverted stream running through the site
- Impact on 62A Bolton Road - amenity would be seriously compromised /
reduced daylight into 3 rooms which directly face onto the new property - 2
lounges each with one window, and the kitchen with 2 windows / loss of privacy
/ loss of line of sight / proposal would dwarf the terrace above the garage –
reduced leisure facilities to 62A.
- Decking area of 62A Bolton Road would directly overlook the rear garden of the
new property.
- Doc. 790551 does not show the kitchen (very faint image) of 62A which
minimises the impact of the new property on 62A.
- Doc. 790551shows the distance between the new house and 62A to be 2.5
metres – this fails to show the existing perimeter fence running down the full
length of 62A at a distance of 1 metre, which reduces the distance between
properties to 1.5metres.
- Doc 790553 records an entry regarding the proposed new fence which states
"with permission from 62A". It is unclear whether permission has been granted,
or if it is to be sought.
- It should be clear to all that this application is made by, or on behalf of, Stewart
Milne
CONSULTATIONS
8. Adlington Town Council – Have objected to the application and comment that they
would like to ensure that the proposal will not affect any alternative access route for
emergency vehicles if the main Rossendale Drive entrance to the housing development
is blocked. In the original plans the emergency access/exit was shown as via the lane
alongside Huyton Terrace. The Council would like confirmation that plans for an
emergency access route are still included within the development, otherwise it objects to
the use of this plot of land for an additional house on the basis that it might be required
for this access in the future. The Town Council also considers that the proposal
represents a loss of amenity for residents.
9. United Utilities: Have no objection and recommend drainage condition.
10. Lancashire County Council Highway Services: Have no objection and recommend
conditions.
11. CIL Officers: Comment that the proposed development is CIL liable.
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Principle of the development
12. The application site is located within the settlement boundary of Adlington and an
allocated housing site under policy HS1 (site HS1.24), as defined by the Chorley Local
Plan Policies Map.
13. Under policy 1 of the Central Lancashire Core Strategy, Adlington is identified for some
growth and investment to help meet housing and employment needs.
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14. The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) is clear that the
Government’s objective is to significantly boost the supply of homes and that it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is
needed.
15. The Framework recognises that small and medium sites can make an important
contribution to meeting the housing requirement of an area and are often built-out
relatively quickly.
16. The application site forms part of the wider site which benefits from planning permission
for residential development. The land is identified on the approved plans of planning
permission 15/00506/REMMAJ (the reserved matters) as providing a cycle /footpath link
connection to Bolton with landscaping either side as part of green infrastructure of the
development. An amendment to part of the route has been approved under application
18/00729/MNMA which allows a realignment of the cycle / footpath but still provides a
link to Bolton Road. The development proposed as part of the current application would
not affect the provision of this cycle/footpath link.
17. The proposal is a standalone development of 1no. dwellinghouse and the principle of
residential development on this site is acceptable in principle, in planning policy terms,
subject to other considerations.
Highway safety
18. The application proposes a 4no. bedroom property, whereby the Council’s parking
standards require 3no. parking spaces. The submitted plan demonstrates that 3no.
parking spaces can be accommodated within the site, including a turning area enable
vehicles to enter and exit in a forward gear.
19. In relation to the Town Council comments, the application site is not affected by the
emergency access previously approved as part of the wider residential development as
this is located further to the east.
20. Although there are neighbouring concerns in relation to the location of the access and
visibility, Lancashire County Council Highways Authority raise no objection to the
application and advise that they are of the opinion that the proposed development would
not have a significant impact on highway safety, capacity or amenity in the immediate
vicinity of the site.
21. Accordingly, it is not considered that the proposed development would adversely affect
highways safety, having regard to policy BNE1 (d) of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 2026.
Design
22. The design of the proposed dwelling is of the Parkwood House type which incorporates
a gable feature and bay window; and is also similar to other types found on the wider
Stewart Milne estate to the rear of the site. The street scene of Bolton Road is
comprised of a mix of housing types and styles with properties either side of the
application site being bungalows. 62A Bolton Road is a dormer bungalow at split level,
with 1 Melling Close being a true bungalow. Given the differentiation in heights along
Bolton Road and the variation of properties, it is not considered that the proposed two
storey dwelling would appear incongruous in the street scene. The layout and building to
plot ratio is consistent with the area.
23. The proposal accords with policy BNE1 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 – 2026 in
respect of design.
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Impact on amenity
24. The site is bound by residential properties on three sides. The side elevation of 62A
Bolton Road faces the site, and benefits from a number of windows to its side elevation.
An objection has been received from the occupier of this property due to the proximity of
the proposal to 62A, (in particular its lounge window, two kitchen windows and decking
and patio area); loss of privacy and recreation impacts; and loss of light and line of sight
from this property.
25. In terms of the kitchen of 62A Bolton Road, the side facing window is relatively small
and the kitchen benefits from larger windows to the front and rear elevations. No
habitable windows are proposed to the side facing elevation of the proposed
dwellinghouse in proximity to 62A and, therefore, there would be no overlooking or loss
of privacy impacts to this neighbouring property.
26. The proposed dwellinghouse would be located approximately 2.5 metres from the side
facing kitchen window which is an improvement from the previous application (18/
00746/FUL) which had a separation of approximately 1.8 metres. This window is not,
however, the primary window serving the kitchen, as it has a dual aspect to the rear and
front. It is acknowledged that the proposal would change the outlook from this side
facing window, and would result in a more enclosed environment when viewed from the
side and front windows, and that in addition there would be some loss of light given the
orientation of the proposed dwellinghouse to the north west. However, as the kitchen is
dual fronted, with a large window to the rear with a south west aspect, it is not
considered that the living conditions of the neighbouring occupants would be adversely
affected to warrant refusal of the application.
27. The living room of 62A Bolton Road benefits from a window to its side facing elevation
leading onto a terrace area which is situated to the front of the property. This habitable
room also benefits from a main window to the front elevation, which is considered to be
the principal window serving this room. Again, the proposal would result in a more
enclosed environment and outlook when viewed from this side facing window and the
terrace area, and there would be some loss of light, however the terrace is not a private
garden area (this is situated to the rear) and the main window is situated at the front.
There would be no loss of privacy or overlooking impacts to the living room or terrace as
there are no habitable windows proposed in the side facing elevation of the proposal.
28. Neighbouring objections have raised concern in relation to the submitted plans showing
parts of 62A in a faint colour. This does not have any bearing on the application or the
assessment. Concern is also raised in relation to the street scene drawing identifying
the proposed dwellinghouse with a separation distance of 2.5 metres from the side of
62A and does not show the boundary fence. The separation distance referred to on the
plan is in relation to side facing elevations and not in relation to the distance to the
boundary as defined by a fence. It is not, therefore, considered to be misleading.
29. Given the siting of the proposed dwellinghouse, there would be no overlooking or loss of
privacy impacts to the private rear garden of 62A Bolton Road. There would, however,
be potential for overlooking of the rear garden area of the proposed dwellinghouse from
the raised patio area to the rear of 62A Bolton Road, but future occupiers of the
proposal would be aware of this situation.
30. The proposed dwellinghouse would be situated in excess of 21 metres from the
adjacent property number 1 Melling Close which far exceeds the Council’s separation
standards between principal and non-principal elevations. The proposal would not,
therefore, adversely affect the residential amenity afforded to 1 Melling Close.
Trees
31. The trees subject to Tree Preservation Orders are situated outside the application site,
and the submitted tree plan shows the root protection area would not be affected by the
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footprint of the proposed dwellinghouse. According it is not considered that there would
be adverse impacts on the protected trees.
Ecology
32. The Council’s appointed ecologists at Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU)
assessed the previous application (18/00746/FUL) and raised no objection on nature
conservation grounds. Taking this previous advice from GMEU which remains relevant,
the proposal accords with policies BNE1 (f) and BNE9 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 –
2026.
Culvert
33. The impact of the development and foundations on the existing culvert has been raised
in objection. Development proposals which have the potential to impact on a culvert due
to the location of foundations would be subject to Building Regulations.
Applicant’s details
34. The applicant is Stewart Milne Homes. It should be noted that the planning permission,
if granted, would run with the land and not personal to the applicant.
Boundary fence and consent by owner
35. Whilst the Local Planning Authority may grant planning permission, it does not imply a
land owner consent to erect any boundary treatments (where required). The right to
erect any fencing to the common boundary between the application site and 62A Bolton
Road is a civil matter.
CONCLUSION
36. The application site is located within the settlement boundary of Adlington which is
identified in the Core Strategy as a location where some growth and investment will be
focused to help meet housing needs. The site is also designated as a housing
allocation. The Framework is clear that it is the Government’s objective is to significantly
boost the supply of homes and that great weight is given to the benefits of using suitable
sites within existing settlements for homes.
37. Although there would be some impact on the residential amenity afforded to 62A Bolton
Road, it is considered that on balance, the impacts would not be harmful given the
layout of this property and the dual aspect of the kitchen and living room. The proposal
would be acceptable in respect of other material considerations set out in this report.
and the application is recommended for approval accordingly, subject to conditions.
RELEVANT POLICIES: In accordance with s.38 (6) Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
(2004), the application is to be determined in accordance with the development plan (the Central
Lancashire Core Strategy, the Adopted Chorley Local Plan 2012-2026 and adopted
Supplementary Planning Guidance), unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Consideration of the proposal has had regard to guidance contained within the National
Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and the development plan. The specific policies/
guidance considerations are contained within the body of the report.
Suggested conditions
38. To follow.
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RELEVANT HISTORY OF THE SITE
Ref:
12/00082/OUTMAJ
Decision: WDN
Decision Date: 7 June 2012
Description: Outline planning application for the development of land to the south of Bolton
Road, Adlington for the erection of up to no. 300 dwellings and associated open space with all
matters reserved, save for access.
Ref:
12/00738/SCE
Decision: PESCEZ Decision Date: 10 August 2012
Description: Screening opinion for the development of the land for up to 170 dwellings,
demolition of 74 and 76 Bolton Road, formation of new access, landscaping, open space,
highways and associated works.
Ref:
12/00741/OUTMAJ
Decision: PEROPP Decision Date: 30 August 2013
Description: Outline application for residential development of up to 170 dwellings,
demolition of 74 and 76 Bolton Road, formation of new access, landscaping, open space,
highways and associated works.
Ref:
15/00506/REMMAJ
Decision: PERRES Decision Date: 9 September 2015
Description: Reserved Matters Application for the erection of 158 dwellings comprising of 1,
2, 3, and 4 bedroom homes, open space and associated works (pursuant to outline planning
consent ref: 15/00568/OUTMAJ).
Ref:
15/00553/DIS
Decision: PEDISZ
Decision Date: 10 February 2016
Description: Application to discharge conditions 4 (external materials), 5 (phasing), 6
(landscaping), 8 (boundary treatments), 9 (site access), 12 (surface water drainage), 13
(contamination), 15 (eradication/ control of Himalayan Balsam and Japanese Knotweed), 17
(dwelling emission rate), 21 (Construction Environment Management Plan) and 25 (nesting
birds) attached to outline planning approval 15/00568/OUTMAJ.
Ref:
15/00568/OUTMAJ
Decision: PERFPP Decision Date: 8 September 2015
Description: Section 73 application to vary conditions 16, 17 and 18 (all relating to Code for
Sustainable Homes) and to remove condition 19 (Carbon Reduction Statement) attached to
outline planning approval 12/00741/OUTMAJ.
Ref:
15/00939/DIS
Decision: PEDISZ
Decision Date: 11 November 2015
Description: Application to discharge conditions 9 (garden sheds), 13 (street construction)
and 16 (replacement tree planting) attached to reserved matters approval 15/00506/REMMAJ.
Ref:
15/01049/DIS
Decision: REDISZ
Decision Date: 7 December 2015
Description: Application to discharge condition 20 (travel plan) attached to outline planning
permission 15/00568/OUTMAJ.
Ref:
15/01236/DIS
Decision: PEDISZ
Decision Date: 10 February 2016
Description: Application to discharge conditions 12 (management and maintenance of the
proposed streets) and 17 (play area) attached to reserved matters approval 15/00506/REMMAJ.
Ref:
15/01256/DIS
Decision: PEDISZ
Decision Date: 20 January 2016
Description: Application to discharge conditions 17 (Dwelling Emission Rate) and 18 (SAP
assessment) attached to outline planning approval 15/00568/OUTMAJ.
Ref:
16/00051/TPO
Decision: PERTRE
Decision Date: 11 March 2016
Description: T3 and G2 on the tree preservation order proposed to be removed. Trees have
significant damage (see tree report, trees highlighted). Replacement trees as detailed on
drawings: 6738-L-100 Rev B 6738-L-102 Rev B 6738-L-104 Rev B.
Ref:
16/00431/MNMA
Decision: PEMNMZ Decision Date: 23 May 2016
Description: Application for a minor non-material amendment to planning approval
15/00506/REMMAJ to swap the house types on plots 11 and 12.
.
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Ref:
16/00516/S106A
Decision: PEROPP
Decision Date: 11 October 2016
Description: Request under Section 106A of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) and the Town and Country Planning (Modification and Discharge of Planning
Obligations) Regulations 1992 to modify a unilateral undertaking dated 8th September 2015.
Ref:
16/00557/MNMA
Decision: PEMNMZ Decision Date: 28 June 2016
Description: Minor Non-Material Amendment - Removal and replacement of 3 trees to the
rear of plots 36-43 (15/00506/REMMAJ).
Ref:
16/00823/MNMA
Decision: APPRET Decision Date: 4 October 2016
Description: Plot Substitution on plots 80-81, 92-101, 103-104 & 127-133.
Ref:
16/00836/TPO
Decision: PERTRE Decision Date: 19 October 2016
Description: English oak and ash tree belt (Tree Group no.1 with Chorley BC TPO no. 3
Adlington 2012) - plots 16, 24 and 25. Raise the crowns to a height of 4m and provide a 4m
clearance from the three dwellings.
Ref:
16/01126/REM
Decision: PERRES Decision Date: 9 February 2017
Description: Reserved matters application for the erection of nine dwellings (plots 126 - 132
& 158 - 159) (pursuant to outline consent 15/00568/OUTMAJ).
Ref:
16/01127/REM
Decision: PERRES Decision Date: 24 January 2017
Description: Reserved matters application for the erection of four dwellings (plots 81-82 &
103-104) (pursuant to outline consent 15/00568/OUTMAJ).
Ref:
17/00235/DIS
Decision: PEDISZ
Decision Date: 28 March 2019
Description: Application to discharge condition 17 (play area) attached to reserved matters
approval 15/00506/REMMAJ.
Ref:
17/00397/MNMA
Decision: PEMNMZ Decision Date: 9 May 2017
Description: Minor non-material amendment to planning approval 15/00506/REMMAJ
comprising alternate handing of plots 122, 123 and 124.
Ref:
17/00597/MNMA
Decision: PEMMAZ Decision Date: 1 November 2017
Description: Minor non-material amendments to development approved under reserved
matters consent 15/00506/REMMAJ, which was for the erection of 158 dwellings comprising of
1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes, open space and associated works, involving amendment to turning
head to road adjacent to the apartment block and revisions to parking and position of bin store to
apartments.
Ref:
18/00729/MNMA
Decision: PEMNMZ Decision Date: 19 September 2018
Description: Minor non-material amendment to reserved matters consent 15/00506/REMAJ
(reserved matters application for the erection of 158 dwellings comprising of 1, 2, 3, and 4
bedroom homes, open space and associated works (pursuant to outline planning consent ref:
15/00568/OUTMAJ) to realign part of the cycle / footpath to the north of the development leading
to Bolton Road.
Ref:
18/00746/FUL
Decision: REFFPP
Description: Erection of 1no. dwelling and access.

Decision Date: 12 December 2018
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APPLICATION REPORT – 19/00659/FUL
Validation Date: 9 July 2019
Ward: Chorley North West
Type of Application: Full Planning
Proposal: Erection of 6no. 10m high lighting columns to existing bowling green
Location: The Chorley Subscription Bowling Green Co Windsor Road Chorley PR7 1LN
Case Officer: Mrs Hannah Roper
Authorising Officer:
Applicant: Chorley Subscription Bowling Green Company Ltd
Agent: Mrs Anne Harling, Chorley Subscription Bowling Green Company Ltd
Consultation expiry: 13 August 2019
Decision due by: 10 October 2019 (Extension of time agreed)

RECOMMENDATION
1. It is recommended that the application is approved, subject to conditions.
SITE DESCRIPTION
2. The application relates to the bowling green at Chorley Subscription Bowling Green Club
located on Windsor Road, Chorley. The site fronts onto Windsor Road and consists of a bowling
green, adjacent car park to the north and club buildings along the road frontage. The
surrounding area is residential in nature with dwellings directly surrounding the site on three
sides.
3. The site lies within the settlement area of Chorley and the Windsor Road, Queens Road and
Southport Road Locally Important Area as defined by the Chorley Local Plan 2012 - 2026.
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
4. The application seeks planning permission for the erection of 6no. 10m high floodlights.
Each structure would have a cross arm with three lights located upon it. These would be located
along either side of the bowling green. No lights would be located at either end.
5. The lights would not have an automatic ‘cut out’ mechanism and permission is sought for the
use of the lights until 10:30pm on any day required.
REPRESENTATIONS
6. Three letters have been received citing the following grounds of objection:




Light already shines into bedroom windows from current lighting
The club house is a period property and the proposal would degrade the appearance
The materials look cheap on top of the existing ugly parking lights
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There should be restrictions on the time and amount of use
Concerns over noise in relation to matches and functions
The proposals would be out of character
The lighting would impact on a ‘locally important area’ defined in the local plan
Scientific studies have proven that exposure to LED lighting impacts on sleep

CONSULTATIONS
7. Regulatory Services - Environmental Health – Have no objection subject to compliance with
guidance provided.
8. CIL Officers – Comment that the proposal is not CIL liable.
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Impact on the character of the area and street scene
9. Policy BNE1 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 - 2026 outlines the design criteria for new
development, stating that a proposal should not have a significant detrimental impact on the
streetscene by virtue of its density, siting, layout, building plot ratio, height, scale and massing,
design, materials orientation, use of materials.
10.Policy BNE8 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 - 2026 states that applications will be granted
where they sustain, conserve, enhance the significance, appearance, character and setting of
the heritage asset itself and the surrounding historic environment where they show consideration
of the conservation of features and the reinstatement of features.
11.The application site is located within the Chorley Settlement Area as defined by the Chorley
Local Plan 2012 - 2026. Policy V2 states that ‘within settlement areas excluded from the Green
Belt, and identified on the policies map, there is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development, subject to materials planning considerations and the other policies and proposals
within the plan.
12.The site is located within a predominantly residential area and within the bowling green site.
Whilst there are bungalows in the area there are also Victorian properties and a mixture of
different aged properties from Victorian dwellings to relatively modern flats. Streetlights and
chimneys, many with television aerials, are a prominent feature in the locality. Whilst it is
acknowledged that the proposed floodlights would be tall, given their screened location within
the site and the nature of the surrounding streetscape, it is not considered that they would
impact detrimentally on the wider locality or street scene to such an extent to justify a refusal
contrary to policies BNE1 or BNE8 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 - 2026.
Impact on the amenity of neighbouring occupiers
13.Policy BNE1 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 – 2026 states that planning permission will be
granted for new development including free standing structures provided that the development
would not cause harm to any neighbouring property by virtue of overlooking, overshadowing or
by creating overbearing impacts.
14.Policy BNE6 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012-2026 states that development requiring eternal
lighting must include details of the lighting scheme as part of the application. Lighting schemes
will be permitted provided that the lighting is the minimum required for security and public safety,
light spillage would be minimal and there would be no nuisance to neighbour oradverse effect on
the haracter of the area.
15.The bowling club is located in a predominantly residential area with dwellings located on all
three sides. The nearest property is number 17 Shaftesbury Place which is directly adjacent to
the rear of the bowling green. Properties on Windsor Close are separated from the bowling club
by their rear gardens and numbers 1 and 1a are both separated by the car park and are
perpendicular to the bowling green.
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16.The proposed lights would be focussed upon the bowling green. The applicant has submitted
light spillage diagrams to demonstrate the impact of the proposed lights. These have been
reviewed by the Council’s Environmental Health department who have responded stating that
they do not consider that provided their advice is followed with regard to installation of the
floodlights that there would be a resulting detrimental impact on the surrounding area. As such it
is considered that the proposal is in accordance with the relevant policy.
17. It is proposed that the floodlight would have a manual ‘cut out’ rather than an automated
timer and it is proposed that the lights be in use up to 10:30pm. Given the residential nature of
the surrounding area and the height of the proposed lighting columns it is considered that
regardless of lack of impact on the surrounding properties that the latest use of the lights should
be restricted to 9pm. This can be secured through the use of a condition. Without an automatic
timer, this would be the responsibility of the bowling club to manage.
CONCLUSION
18. The proposed floodlights would not impact detrimentally on the surrounding street scene or
locality and it has been demonstrated, subject to adherence to Environmental Protection
guidance, that there would be no adverse impact on the occupiers of neighbouring dwellings.
The proposal is, therefore, considered to be in accordance with policy.
RELEVANT POLICIES: In accordance with s.38 (6) Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
(2004), the application is to be determined in accordance with the development plan (the Central
Lancashire Core Strategy, the Adopted Chorley Local Plan 2012-2026 and adopted
Supplementary Planning Guidance), unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Consideration of the proposal has had regard to guidance contained within the National
Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and the development plan. The specific policies/
guidance considerations are contained within the body of the report.
RELEVANT HISTORY OF THE SITE
Ref:
01/00033/FUL
Decision: PERFPP
Decision Date: 12 March 2001
Description: Replacement of timber pavilion with brick-built pavilion
Ref:
81/00625/FUL
Decision: PERFPP
Description: Extension for Board Room

Decision Date: 30 June 1981

Ref:
76/00702/FUL
Decision: PERFPP
Description: Toilet, Kitchen Extension

Decision Date: 14 September 1976

Ref:
75/00441/REM
Decision: PERRES
Decision Date: 29 September 1975
Description: 3 Squash Courts and Changing Accommodation
Ref:
75/00710/FUL
Decision: WDN
Decision Date: 5 November 1975
Description: 3 squash courts and changing accommodation
Ref:
5/1/02127
Decision: PERFPP
Description: Car Parking facilities

Decision Date: 8 November 1963

Suggested conditions
1. The proposed development must be begun not later than three years from the date of this
permission.
Reason: Required to be imposed by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004.
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans
below:
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Title
Proposed External Lighting to Bowling Green

Plan Ref
N/A

Received On
9 July 2019

Plan - Location of Columns
Proposed External Lighting to Bowling Green

N/A

9 July 2019

Plan - Location Plan
Proposed External Lighting to Bowling Green

N/A

9 July 2019

Plan - Elevation - Indicative View (from North
East)
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
3. The floodlights hereby permitted shall not be used before 15:00 hours or after 21:00 hours on
any day of the week.
Reason: In the interests of the amenities of neighbouring properties.
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APPLICATION REPORT – 19/00670/CB3MAJ
Validation Date: 11 July 2019
Ward: Astley And Buckshaw
Type of Application: Major Chorley Regulation 3
Proposal: Erection of sports pavilion and engineering operations including the layout
out of a full size artificial grass pitch, 100m sprint straight, grass football pitches,
children's play area and 90 space car park with additional over-spill provision.
Location: West Way Playing Fields West Way Astley Village
Case Officer: Mr Iain Crossland
Applicant: Chorley Council
Agent: Mr Dean Woodward, Steve Wells Associates Ltd
Consultation expiry: 27 September 2019
Decision due by: 10 October 2019

RECOMMENDATION
1. It is recommended that planning permission is granted subject to conditions.
SITE DESCRIPTION
2. The application site comprises grass pitch playing fields that are located in the settlement
area of Chorley to the west of residential development at Astley Village and with open
agricultural land beyond the site to the west. The character of the area is generally suburban
residential at the fringe of the urban area, and the site is bound by West Way to the west
from which vehicular access is gained. There are trees to the periphery of the site and a
water course to the north.
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
3. This application seeks full planning permission for the erection of a sports pavilion and
engineering operations including the layout out of a full size artificial grass pitch, 100m sprint
straight, grass football pitches, children's play area and 90 space car park with additional
over-spill provision.
4. The sports pavilion would be located adjacent to the car park near to West Way and would
be a single storey building of modern design measuring approximately 400 square metres.
The building would comprise changing facilities, a flexible use space and kitchen in addition
to space for storage, plant and circulation.
5. The artificial pitch would be located adjacent to the car park near to West Way. This would
comprise a full size pitch surrounded by 4.5m high ball stop fencing and 8 x 15m high
floodlight columns. The 100m sprint track facility would be located to the east of the artificial
pitch and the grass pitches would be between the sprint track and housing. There would be
two equipment stores adjacent to the artificial pitch.
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6. The children’s play area would be positioned to the south of the artificial pitch and east of
the pavilion. The details of the play equipment are not specified.
7. The car park would extend along the western boundary of the site and would be hard
surfaced and marked out for 90 car parking spaces with some landscaping interspersed
throughout. There would be an overspill parking area to the south east of the main car park
that would enable parking for an additional 64 parking spaces through grass reinforcement.
REPRESENTATIONS
8. No representations have been received.
CONSULTATIONS
9. Astley Village Parish Council: No comments have been received.
10. Greater Manchester Ecology Unit: Have no objection subject to conditions.
11. Waste & Contaminated Land: Have confirmed that they have no comments to make.
12. Lancashire Highway Services: Comments to follow.
13. Lead Local Flood Authority: Have no objection subject to conditions.
14. Sport England: Comments to follow.
15. United Utilities: Have no objection subject to conditions.
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Principle of the development
16. The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) states that applications should be
considered in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development. This
means that development proposals that accord with the development plan should be
approved without delay.
17. Of particular relevance to the proposed development is paragraph 96 of Framework that
states “Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and
physical activity is important for the health and well-being of communities[…] ”.
18. Paragraph 97 of the Framework goes on to state “Existing open space, sports and
recreational buildings and land, including playing fields, should not be built on unless: […] b)
the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location; c) the development is for
alternative sports and recreational provision, the benefits of which clearly outweigh the loss
of the current or former use.”.
19. The Central Lancashire Core Strategy policy 24 covers sport and recreation and seeks to
ensure that everyone has the opportunity to access good sport, physical activity and
recreation facilities (including children’s play) by d) identifying sites for major new facilities
where providers have evidence of need.
20. The application site is located in the settlement area of Astley Village. The Chorley Local
Plan 2012 - 2026 states that within the settlement areas excluded from the Green Belt, and
identified on the Policies Map, there is a presumption in favour of appropriate sustainable
development.
21. Policy HW2 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 – 2026 seeks to protect existing open space and
states that land and buildings currently or last used as, or ancillary to, open space or sports
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and recreational facilities will be protected unless certain criteria can be met. This approach
is reflected and supported in the Framework.
22. The application site is an existing sport and recreation facility, however, the proposed
development seeks to upgrade the sports facilities on a comprehensive basis across the
entire site. It is, therefore, considered that the proposal is more akin to the provision of new
facilities that seek to make more effective use of the available area and is most appropriately
assessed under policy HW1 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 – 2026, which covers the
provision of new open space, sport and recreational facilities.
23. Policy HW1 states that proposals for the provision of new open space, sport and
recreational facilities or extensions to existing facilities will be permitted if all criteria of the
policy are met. These are set out and addressed as follows:
24. The development will not have an adverse impact on the local environment or visual
character of the landscape;
The site is well defined and contained between West Way and housing at Astley Village.
There is also mature landscaping to the north and west of the site, which filters external
views and result in a good degree of enclosure. As such the proposed development would
not result in any harmful incursion into the landscape. The most notable visual element of
the proposal from outside the site would be the floodlights. These would be mounted on 15m
high monopoles. Given their slender nature these would be unobtrusive during daylight
hours, but would have some impact when in use during darker times. Although the
floodlights would have a visual impact when in use, they would be viewed against the
backdrop of tall street lighting along West Way, and their hours of use would be controlled
by condition preventing prolonged use throughout the night. It is, therefore, considered that
there would be no adverse impact on the local environment or visual character of the
landscape.
25. The development will not result in the loss of the best and most versatile agricultural land
(Grades 1, 2 and 3);
The soil type in the area is Grade 3 agricultural land but more detailed information as to
whether it is ‘best and most versatile’ (i.e. whether it is Grade 3a or 3b) is not available.
However, the site is already in use for recreational purposes (playing field) and is not
available for agriculture.
26. The development will not cause harm to a site of nature conservation value;
A number of surveys have been provided by the applicant, which have been assessed by
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit, who confirm that no significant ecological issues were
identified by the ecological consultants, and they have not reason to doubt these
assessments. A more detailed assessment is carried out below.
27. The development will not harm the amenities of local residents;
The proposal is for the redevelopment of the existing playing field to include a full size
artificial grass pitch, 100m sprint straight, grass football pitches, four team changing pavilion
and 90 space car park with additional overspill provision. This would improve the quality of
and access to sports provision in the area adding to the amenities available to local people.
The impact of the development on the residential amenity of neighbouring occupiers is
assessed below.
28. The site is accessible by a choice of means of transport other than the private car and the
traffic generated would not have a severe impact on the highway network.
The site is within walking/cycling distance of residents of Astley Village and the local
community and the pedestrian and cycle links are good. Cycle storage is included in the
proposal to encourage use. It is noted that public transport is limited, however, the site is
already in use as playing fields.
29. Overall, it is considered that this proposal would improve access to high quality open space
and opportunities for sport and physical activity through the comprehensive upgrade of an
existing facility in line with the Framework, policy 24 of the Central Lancashire Core Strategy
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and policy HW1 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 – 2026 and is, therefore, acceptable in
principle.
Design and impact on the character of the area
30. The application site is well contained by a residential development to the east and
landscaping to the north, west and south. The site currently comprises grassed playing
fields and a rough surfaced car parking area. The character of the site would remain that of
a playing field, however, the proposal would introduce buildings and structures as described
above. These would have the effect of reducing the open nature of the site, however, such
an impact would not be harmful to the character of the area, given the site is well contained.
The use of low-level buildings and green mesh fencing would further reduce the impact of
these structures. The floodlights would be the more visible elements of the proposal but
would be viewed in the context of similar structures that provide lighting to West Way. As
such they would not be harmful to the character of the area.
31. The development is, therefore, considered to be in accordance with policy BNE1 of the
Chorley Local Plan 2012 - 2026.
Impact on residential amenity
32. The artificial pitch, which comprises floodlights and fencing would be located approximately
90m from the nearest properties at Great Meadow to the east. This is a significant degree of
separation such that there would be no impact from the structures themselves. The
illuminance surveys that have been provided in support of the application demonstrate that
there would be no light spill within the vicinity of any residential properties. There would,
therefore, be no unacceptable impact on amenity through light nuisance.
33. The proposed pavilion is a significant distance from the nearest dwelling and is of such
modest scale that there would be no impact on any residential occupiers from this building.
34. The site itself is already in use for playing fields and, therefore, already has some impact
through noise and disturbance on nearby properties. It is recognised that the intensity of the
use would increase as a result of the introduction of an artificial pitch with floodlights that can
be used more extensively. It is noted, however, that the artificial pitch facility itself would be
located some distance from the nearest dwellings and is not, therefore, considered to
present a harmful impact through noise and disturbance. The play area is located a similar
distance away and again would result in no harmful impact as a result.
Highway safety
35. The proposed development would result in the erection of a sports pavilion and engineering
operations including the layout out of a full size artificial grass pitch (AGP), 100m sprint
straight, grass football pitches, and a children's play area. There would be on site parking
provision for 90 cars, two coaches and four mini-buses, with an overspill facility for a further
64 cars. The site is currently used by football teams using the site at weekends and for
event parking to support activities at Astley Hall. Parking is on the grass but off the playing
pitches and are unmarked and informal. Vehicular access is from West Way, which would
remain.
36. Typically, and for weekday winter evening training, the AGP would be divided into four with
each quarter capable of accommodating a squad of up to 12 junior footballers. With a team,
managers and coaches, the likely maximum occupancy of the AGP at any one hour during a
weekday winter evening would be no more than 60.
37. Alongside the use of the AGP, the compact athletic facility is likely to attract an anticipated
maximum of 24 users per hour.
38. The applicant contends that with a typical local planning authority assessment for participant
to car ratio of 2:1, the parking requirements for these numbers would be 42 spaces.
However, to accommodate numbers at changeover times between 'hourly slots' booked on
the AGP, this number is doubled with a need to accommodate up to 84 vehicles.
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39. The majority of the weekday winter evening use of the AGP and the compact athletics
facility would be between 18:00 and 22:00 hrs. The grass playing pitches would not be in
use at these times.
40. It is considered that an adequate amount of off street car parking would be provided through
the proposed development and it is anticipated that the proposed development would not
have a significant impact on highway safety, capacity or amenity in the immediate vicinity of
the site over and above the existing situation.
Ecology
41. The application is accompanied by an ecology assessment of the site. This has been
reviewed by the Council’s ecology advisors (Greater Manchester Ecology Unit) who advise
that no significant ecological issues were identified by the ecological consultants. Issues
relating to bats, amphibians, proximity to Euxton Brook, nesting birds, Himalayan balsam
and landscaping can be resolved via conditions and informatives.
42. Three trees that would be removed were identified as having low bat roosting potential. Precautionary measures have been proposed for their removal. These should be conditioned as
part of any permission.
43. The western and northern boundaries have been identified as potential foraging and
commuting routes. No direct impacts are proposed to the northern boundary with some tree
loss to the west though the emergence surveys carried out on the three trees found little
activity along this boundary at the time. The main impact, however, is likely to be from
floodlighting of the artificial pitch. Lux plans have been produced for the floodlighting that
indicates no impact on the western boundary but potentially significant impacts on parts of
the northern boundary. However, the impacts are only over short distance and not across
the entire belt of trees and would also be only temporary during usage primarily October to
March when bats are less active. GMEU, therefore, raise no objection to proposed lighting
scheme, subject to a condition over the hours of operation.
44. Surveys in 2016 found no evidence of great crested newts. eDNA analysis in 2019,
however, provided one positive result for pond 1. This, however, has been interpreted as a
false positive by the ecological consultants based on previous surveys, their assessment of
the pond and the fact that all other eDNA results for this pond were negative. Given the
nature of the pond which contains fish, these conclusions are accepted.
45. Common toad were recorded on the site, which are a UK Biodiversity Priority Species and,
therefore, a material consideration for planning. It is proposed that a reasonable avoidance
method statement be produced to reduce the impact of the development during construction
on this species. This is supported and it is recommended that a condition is attached to any
grant of planning permission requiring a method statement to be provided.
46. No potential impacts are anticipated on any other protected species. There was no evidence
of badgers found on the site in 2015 and whilst this survey is now out of date, given the
nature of the site, primarily playing field, their presence would be easily detected and the
consultants have since returned to the site to inspect trees for bats and the ponds, with no
mention of any badgers. It is, therefore, considered that risks are low.
47. Trees and scrub would be removed to facilitate the development, which would have a
potential bird nesting habitat. All British birds nests and eggs (with certain limited
exceptions) are protected by Section 1 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981, as amended.
It is, therefore, recommended that a condition is attached to any grant of planning
permission preventing works to buildings, trees and hedges during the bird nesting season.
48. Himalayan balsam was identified on the site in 2015 along the northern boundary. This
species is highly mobile and may have extended its range over the last four years. It is,
therefore, recommended that a resurvey is carried out prior to any earthworks and that a
condition requiring this and a method statement detailing eradication and/or control and/or
avoidance measures be attached to any grant of planning permission.
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49. The EU Water Framework Directive requires environmental objectives to be set for all
surface and ground waters to enable them to achieve good status or potential for heavily
modified water bodies by a defined date. One objective is to prevent further deterioration,
which can include changes to flow pattern, width and depth of channel, sediment
availability/transport and ecology and biology. No direct impacts would occur to Euxton
Brook and the wooded buffer is significant and adequate to prevent any impacts during
construction. It is noted, however, that the proposal is to drain surface water from the site in
to the brook post development, with the potential for negative impacts from increased
nutrient levels, pollutant levels, sediment loads and flow fluctuations. Measures are
proposed to prevent flow fluctuations form the AGP. Drainage from the car parks would also
be directed towards the Euxton Brook, but there are no details provided at this stage. It is,
therefore, recommend that a condition is attached to any grant of planning permission
requiring that details are provided as to the impact on the ecological status of Euxton Brook
and any mitigation measures that may be required to protect it.
50. Section 170 of the Framework states that the planning system should contribute to and
enhance the natural and local environment. The proposed development would result in the
loss of small areas of young woodland and large areas of amenity grassland. Landscape
tree planting is proposed across the developed site, which if native would partially mitigate
for loss of trees. It is recommended that in order to achieve net gain a management plan be
provided for the retained woodland and brook corridor along with the provision of a nest box
scheme in the woods and control of invasive species. It is recommended that a condition
requiring an appropriate landscaping and environmental management plan is attached to
any grant of planning permission.
Drainage
51. The proposed development would introduce areas of hard surfacing that do not currently
exist on site, and the proposed surface water drainage would convey roof, car park and
artificial grass pitch (AGP) drainage into a new surface water network. The preferred method
of surface water discharge would be via a headwall into Euxton Brook. Attenuation would,
however, be provided to reduce the rate and volume of surface water run off into the brook
following storm events through construction layers in the artificial pitch, a swale, and a basin.
52. The artificial grass carpet, its backing, the macadam base, the stone sub-base and the
geotextile are all porous. Rainwater falling onto the surface of the AGP would percolate
down through the sub-base to the formation level below, to the piped land drainage system,
and then to the outfall. Ground investigation and infiltration tests indicate that the ground is
heavy clay and that a soakaway would be ineffective. However, there is evidence of a
previous land drainage scheme on this site and an outfall into the Euxton Brook to the north
of the proposed AGP. While the whole of the AGP has a significant capacity in its stone
base, it is proposed that this outfall is cleaned out and surface water drainage from the AGP
directed north to this outlet.
53. Surface water from the macadam car park would be directed via road gullies through petrol
interceptors and then attenuation before out-falling into Euxton Brook. Roof water as well as
surface water from the surrounding paths and hard surfaces would be linked to the car park
drainage system.
54. Further details would be required to confirm the specific flow rates, attenuation volumes and
specific storage features and structures, which must adhere to the requirements of the Lead
Local Flood Authority.
55. The Lead Local Flood Authority are satisfied with this approach subject to further details and
a drainage strategy being provided by condition.
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CONCLUSION
56. The proposed development would enhance the recreational potential of the existing open
space. It would not impact unacceptably on the overall appearance and character of the
area and there would be no harmful impact on neighbour amenity over and above the
current situation. Nor would there be any harmful impact on highway safety, ecology or
surface water drainage that cannot be addressed through appropriate conditions. On this
basis it is recommended that planning permission be granted subject to conditions.
RELEVANT POLICIES: In accordance with s.38 (6) Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
(2004), the application is to be determined in accordance with the development plan (the Central
Lancashire Core Strategy, the Adopted Chorley Local Plan 2012-2026 and adopted
Supplementary Planning Guidance), unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Consideration of the proposal has had regard to guidance contained within the National
Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and the development plan. The specific policies/
guidance considerations are contained within the body of the report.
Suggested conditions:
To follow
RELEVANT HISTORY OF THE SITE
Ref:
98/00479/COU
Decision: PERFPP
Decision Date: 14 October 1998
Description: Use of land for siting of two changing rooms and one storage container,
Ref:
19/00763/CB3MAJ
Decision: PCO
Decision Date: Pending
Description: Playing pitch improvements including the installation of primary and secondary
drainage and associated landscaping works.
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APPLICATION REPORT – 19/00763/CB3MAJ
Validation Date: 7 August 2019
Ward: Astley And Buckshaw
Type of Application: Major Chorley Regulation 3
Proposal: Playing pitch improvements including the installation of primary and
secondary drainage and associated landscaping works.
Location: West Way Playing Fields West Way Astley Village
Case Officer: Mr Iain Crossland
Applicant: Chorley Borough Council
Agent: Mr Steve Wells, Steve Wells Associates Ltd
Consultation expiry: 30 August 2019
Decision due by: 6 November 2019

RECOMMENDATION
1. It is recommended that planning permission is granted subject to conditions.
SITE DESCRIPTION
2. The application site comprises grass pitch playing fields that are located in the settlement
area of Chorley to the west of residential development at Astley Village and with open
agricultural land beyond the site to the west. The character of the area is generally suburban
residential at the fringe of the urban area, and the site is bound by West Way to the west
from which vehicular access is gained. There are trees to the periphery of the site and a
water course to the north.
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
3. This application seeks full planning permission for playing pitch improvements including the
installation of primary and secondary drainage to the grass playing pitch areas to the east of
the site along with sward improvements and grass reinforcement to the overspill car parking
area. The grass reinforcement is a green 11mm thick plastic mesh through which natural
grass would grow and that would be maintained along with the surrounding grass playing
fields.
4. The proposed development forms part of a more comprehensive development of the playing
fields. A separate planning application (19/00670/CB3MAJ) has been submitted for the
construction of a new fenced and floodlit artificial grass pitch (AGP) and a single storey
changing pavilion with access and car park works.
REPRESENTATIONS
5. Representations have been received from the occupiers two addresses citing the following
grounds of objection:
 Impact on neighbour amenity through noise and disturbance during development
 Impact on neighbour amenity through noise from the use of the artificial pitch
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Impact on neighbour amenity through floodlighting
There is a current lack of parking for the playing fields, which must be addressed before
any facilities are upgraded
Impact on the ability of residents to exercise dogs

CONSULTATIONS
6. Astley Village Parish Council: No have been received.
7. Greater Manchester Ecology Unit: Have no objection subject to conditions.
8. Lead Local Flood Authority: No comments have been received.
9. Environment Agency: No comments have been received.
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Principle of the development
10. The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) states that applications should be
considered in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development. This
means that development proposals that accord with the development plan should be
approved without delay.
11. Of particular relevance to the proposed development is paragraph 96 of Framework that
states “Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and
physical activity is important for the health and well-being of communities[…] ”.
12. Paragraph 97 of the Framework goes on to state “Existing open space, sports and
recreational buildings and land, including playing fields, should not be built on unless: […] b)
the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location; c) the development is for
alternative sports and recreational provision, the benefits of which clearly outweigh the loss
of the current or former use.”.
13. The Central Lancashire Core Strategy policy 24 covers sport and recreation and seeks to
ensure that everyone has the opportunity to access good sport, physical activity and
recreation facilities (including children’s play) by (b) Protecting existing sport and recreation
facilities.
14. The application site is located in the settlement area of Astley Village. The Chorley Local
Plan 2012 - 2026 states that within the settlement areas excluded from the Green Belt, and
identified on the Policies Map, there is a presumption in favour of appropriate sustainable
development.
15. Policy HW2 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 – 2026 seeks to protect existing open space and
states that land and buildings currently or last used as, or ancillary to, open space or sports
and recreational facilities will be protected unless certain criteria can be met. This approach
is reflected and supported in the Framework.
16. The application site is an existing playing field facility providing grassed football pitches, and
the proposed development seeks to upgrade these facilities through improved drainage,
pitch alignment and overspill car parking provision. These works are linked to the more
comprehensive upgrade of the wider site, which is being addressed as part of a separate
application (ref. 19/00670/CB3MAJ). The proposed grass pitch improvements do not
diminish existing provisions, rather they provide greater flexibility in the layout and use of
this area of maintained playing fields. The proposed development would retain and improve
the existing use and facilities, whilst open access to the public would remain, therefore, the
proposal complies with policy HW2 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 – 2026, and is
acceptable in principle.
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Design and impact on the character of the area
17. The application site currently comprises grassed playing fields and the proposed
development would involve engineering operations to the playing fields in order to install the
drainage to the grass playing pitch areas, carry out sward improvements and introduce
grass reinforcement to the overspill car parking area. As such the area would remain as
open grass playing fields following the delivery of the works, which would reflect the existing
character of the area. The development is, therefore, considered to be in accordance with
Policy BNE1 of the Chorley Local Plan 2012 - 2026.
Impact on residential amenity
18. The site itself is already in use for playing fields and, therefore, already has some impact
through noise and disturbance on nearby properties. The proposed development would not
alter this situation, although the improvements may result in increased use. The wider
facilities such as the artificial grass pitch and floodlights form part of a separate application.
19. It is noted that during the course of the works there is some potential for noise and
disturbance in close proximity to residents. Although the effects of noise and disturbance
during the course of development are temporary and must be accepted as part of any
development works, these should be managed to result in the least possible disruption. It is,
therefore, recommended that a condition is attached to any grant of planning permission
requiring a construction method statement.
Highway safety
20. The existing vehicular access to Westway Playing Fields is off the B5252 West Way. This is
currently used by football teams using the site at weekends with unmarked and informal
parking on the grass but off the playing pitch areas.
21. Parking for the whole site has been addressed in the planning application for the wider AGP
and pavilion developments (19/00670/CB3MAJ), which includes a large metalled car park as
well as a reinforced grass overspill parking area. Together, these 154 vehicle spaces include
6 dedicated to disabled users and 6 electric vehicle charging points. In addition, mini bus
parking and larger bays for occasional coach parking are included, plus secure cycle
parking.
22. The grass pitches would continue to be used for competitive games at weekends during the
football season. If all three grass pitches are being used concurrently, it is anticipated that
participant numbers would be around 80 (players, reserves, and officials). Matches are
typically organised for morning or afternoon kick-offs, so there would be no overlap in
players arriving or leaving site at the same time.
23. The proposed development would improve on the current situation and would continue the
existing arrangements of vehicular access from West Way.
24. It is, therefore, considered that the proposed development would not have a significant
impact on highway safety, capacity or amenity in the immediate vicinity of the site over and
above the existing situation.
Ecology
25. The application is accompanied by an ecology assessment of the site. This has been
reviewed by the Council’s ecology advisors (Greater Manchester Ecology Unit) who advise
that no significant ecological issues were identified by the ecological consultants. Issues
relating to amphibians, badgers, proximity to Euxton Brook, nesting birds, Himalayan balsam
and landscaping can be resolved via conditions and informatives.
26. Surveys in 2016 found no evidence of great crested newts. eDNA analysis in 2019,
however, provided one positive result for pond 1. This, however, has been interpreted as a
false positive by the ecological consultants based on previous surveys, their assessment of
the pond and the fact that all other eDNA results for this pond were negative. Given the
nature of the pond which contains fish, these conclusions are accepted.
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27. Common toad were recorded on the site, which are a UK Biodiversity Priority Species and,
therefore, a material consideration for planning. It is proposed that a reasonable avoidance
method statement be produced to reduce the impact of the development during construction
on this species. This is supported and it is recommended that a condition is attached to any
grant of planning permission requiring a method statement to be provided.
28. No potential impacts are anticipated on any other protected species. There was no evidence
of badgers found on the site in 2015 and whilst this survey is now out of date, given the
nature of the site, primarily playing field, their presence would be easily detected and the
consultants have since returned to the site to inspect trees for bats and the ponds, with no
mention of any badgers. It is, therefore, considered that risks are low.
29. No tree removal is proposed within this part of the development, though a number of trees
are located along the perimeter of the site. The developer should, however, be mindful of the
need to provide adequate protection to root protection areas during the course of the
development and that under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as amended it is an
offence to remove, damage, or destroy the nest of a wild bird, while the nest is in use or
being built.
30. Himalayan balsam was identified on the site in 2015 along the northern boundary. This
species is highly mobile and may have extended its range over the last four years. It is,
therefore, recommended that a resurvey is carried out prior to any earthworks and that a
condition requiring this and a method statement detailing eradication and/or control and/or
avoidance measures be attached to any grant of planning permission.
31. The EU Water Framework Directive requires environmental objectives to be set for all
surface and ground waters to enable them to achieve good status or potential for heavily
modified water bodies by a defined date. One objective is to prevent further deterioration,
which can include changes to flow pattern, width and depth of channel, sediment
availability/transport and ecology and biology. No direct impacts would occur to Euxton
Brook and the wooded buffer is significant and adequate to prevent any impacts during
construction. It is noted, however, that the proposal to drain surface water from the site in to
the brook post development, with the potential for negative impacts from increased nutrient
levels, pollutant levels, sediment loads and flow fluctuations. Measures are proposed to
prevent flow fluctuations form the AGP. Drainage from the car parks would also be directed
towards the Euxton Brook, but there are no details provided at this stage. It is, therefore,
recommend that a condition is attached to any grant of planning permission requiring that
details are provided as to the impact on the ecological status of Euxton Brook and any
mitigation measures that may be required to protect it.
Drainage
32. Improvements to the grass playing pitches at West Way centre on the installation of a
primary and secondary drainage system to replace an original piped land drainage scheme
that has long since failed.
33. The primary drainage scheme comprises 80mm diameter perforated uPCV laterals installed
at 5m centres connected to 160mm diameter perforated uPCV mains leading to a new
hydrobrake chamber before out-falling to a new pre-cast concrete headwall on the Euxton
Brook.
34. Drainage trenches would be backfilled with 6mm down to 2mm of clean gravel covered with
150mm of topsoil. An off-line dry basin would be incorporated into the system as shown on
the plans.
35. Secondary drainage would be a 'replacement' system (Koro Top-drain) ensuring a good
connection with the primary drainage backfill beneath.
36. Secondary drainage would be installed at 90 degrees to the laterals over the whole of the
playing pitch areas. Drainage slits would be 40mm wide, 220mm deep and at 500mm
centres, and backfilled with clean river sand.
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37. The preferred method of surface water discharge would be via a headwall into Euxton
Brook.
CONCLUSION
38. The proposed development would enhance the recreational potential of the existing open
space. It would not impact on the overall appearance and character of the area and there
would be no harmful impact on neighbour amenity over and above the current situation. Nor
would there be any harmful impact on highway safety, ecology or surface water drainage
that cannot be addressed through appropriate conditions. On this basis it is recommended
that planning permission be granted subject to conditions.
RELEVANT HISTORY OF THE SITE
Ref:
98/00479/COU
Decision: PERFPP
Decision Date: 14 October 1998
Description: Use of land for siting of two changing rooms and one storage container,
Ref:
19/00670/CB3MAJ
Decision: PCO
Decision Date: Pending
Description: Erection of sports pavilion and engineering operations including the layout out of
a full size artificial grass pitch, 100m sprint straight, grass football pitches, children's play area
and 90 space car park with additional over-spill provision.
RELEVANT POLICIES: In accordance with s.38 (6) Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
(2004), the application is to be determined in accordance with the development plan (the Central
Lancashire Core Strategy, the Adopted Chorley Local Plan 2012-2026 and adopted
Supplementary Planning Guidance), unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Consideration of the proposal has had regard to guidance contained within the National
Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and the development plan. The specific policies/
guidance considerations are contained within the body of the report.
Suggested conditions
No.

Condition
1. The proposed development must be begun not later than three years from the date of
this permission.
Reason: Required to be imposed by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004
2. The development hereby permitted for one dwelling shall be carried out in accordance
with the following approved plans:
Title
Location plan
Pitch drainage strategy

Reference
CBC-WW-01
CBC-WW-03

Received date
07 August 2019
07 August 2019

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
3. During the construction period, all trees to be retained shall be protected in accordance
with British Standard BS 5837:2012 or any subsequent amendment to the British
Standards.
Reason: To safeguard the trees to be retained.
4. Prior to any earthworks or site clearance associated with the development hereby
approved taking place a reasonable avoidance measures method statement for
amphibians shall be supplied to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
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The agreed method statement shall be adhered to and implemented in full unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect amphibians during the course of development.
5. Prior to any earthworks associated with the development hereby approved taking place
the site shall be surveyed for invasive plant species, including Himalayan balsam, and
the findings supplied to and agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority. Should
any invasive species be present a method statement detailing avoidance, control and
eradication measures shall be supplied to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, prior to any earthworks. The agreed method statement shall be adhered to
and implemented in full unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To ensure the eradication and control of any invasive species, which are
found on the site.
6. No development shall take place until it can be demonstrated that there will be no
negative impacts on the ecological status/potential of Euxton Brook resulting from the
disposal of surface water post-development. Details shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of
development. The details, as approved, shall thereafter be implemented in full in
accordance with a timetable, which has first been agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect the ecological status of Euxton Brook.
7. No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a
Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the
local planning authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout the
construction period. The Statement shall provide for:
i.
the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors
ii.
hours of operation (including delivers) during construction
iii.
loading and unloading of plant and materials
iv.
storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development
v.
the erection and maintenance of security hoarding including decorative displays
and facilities for public viewing, where appropriate
vi.
wheel washing facilities
vii.
measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction
viii. a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition and
construction works
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and to protect the amenities of the nearby
residents.
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Meeting

Date

Development Control Committee

30 September 2019

PLANNING APPEALS AND DECISIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN
5 AUGUST 2019 and 30 SEPTEMBER 2019
PLANNING APPEALS LODGED
Planning Application: 19/00344/FULHH - Inspectorate Reference: APP/D2320/D/19/3234458
Appeal by Mr Michael Appleton against the delegated decision to refuse full planning permission for a
single storey front extension.
33 Bogburn Lane, Coppull, Chorley, PR7 5JF.
Inspectorate letter confirming appeal valid received 2 August 2019.
PLANNING APPEAL DECISIONS
Planning Application: 18/00642/FUL - Inspectorate Reference: APP/D2320/D/19/3228573
Appeal by Mr & Mrs Morris against the delegated decision to refuse full planning permission for
widening of existing dropped kerb and vehicle access to front of property.
405 Blackburn Road, Higher Wheelton, Chorley, PR6 8HY.
Appeal dismissed 15 August 2019.
Tree Works Application: 18/00896/TPO - Inspectorate Reference: APP/TPO/D2320/7064
Appeal by Ms Sarah Guttridge against the delegated decision to refuse an application for works to
protected trees: Chorley BC TPO no.1 (Whittle-le-Woods) 1982:
T1 Sycamore Acer pseudoplatanus - crown reduce to the north x 2.5m and reduce height x 2m;
T6 Sycamore Acer pseudoplatanus - crown reduce to the north x 2m and reduce height x 2m;
T8 Sycamore Acer pseudoplatanus - crown reduce to the north x 3m and reduce height x 2m.
The Walled Garden, Whittle-Le-Woods, Chorley, PR6 7PD.
Appeal dismissed 2 September 2019.
Tree Works Application: 19/00148/TPO - Inspectorate Reference: APP/TPO/D2320/7305
Appeal by Mr Daniel Rigbye against the delegated decision to refuse an application to fell a protected
oak tree.
99 Maypark, Bamber Bridge, Preston, PR5 8JE.
Appeal dismissed 2 September 2019.
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Planning Application: 18/00759/FUL - Inspectorate Reference: APP/D2320/W/19/3226059
Appeal by Mr Sam Leach against the delegated decision to refuse full planning permission for a two
storey side extension, single storey rear extension, front porch and change of use of land to domestic
garden (part retrospective).
45 New Street, Eccleston, Chorley, PR7 5TW.
Appeal dismissed 5 September 2019.
Certificate of Lawfulness Application: 19/01178/CLPUD- Inspectorate Reference:
APP/D2320/X/19/3224433
Appeal by Mr Mark James against the delegated decision to refuse a certificate of lawfulness for
for the proposed erection of a detached garage.
Bancroft Cottage, Higher Simpson Fold, Higher Wheelton, Chorley, PR6 8HW.
Appeal allowed 17 September 2019.
Planning Application: 18/00960/FUL - Inspectorate Reference: APP/D2320/W/19/3230707
Appeal by Mr Darren Tickle against the delegated decision to refuse full planning permission for the
change of use from shop (Use Class A1) to drinking establishment (Use Class A4).
Pride Of Aggi, 10 Babylon Lane, Adlington, Chorley, PR6 9NN.
Appeal dismissed 26 September 2019.
PLANNING APPEALS WITHDRAWN
None
ENFORCEMENT APPEALS LODGED
Inspectorate Reference: APP/D2320/C/19/3230926
Appeal by Mr David Balbi against an Enforcement Notice relating to the unauthorised use of the Land
for the storage of items.
Land on the north east side of South Lodge, Wigan Lane, Chorley, Lancashire, PR7 4DB.
Inspectorate letter confirming appeal valid received 5 September 2019.
ENFORCEMENT APPEAL DECISIONS
Inspectorate Reference: APP/D2320/C/18/3218208
Appeals by Mr Mark Doyle, Mrs Paula Doyle against Enforcement Notice served in relation to a water
abstraction site.
Land to the south of Salt Pit Farm, Salt Pit Lane, Mawdesley, Ormskirk, L40 2QX.
Appeals dismissed and the enforcement notice is upheld 10 September 2019.
ENFORCEMENT APPEALS WITHDRAWN
None

Report Author
Adele Hayes
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